Hyundai elantra gs

A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded,
salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years,
CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped
millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly
hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle
imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot
of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you
unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of
users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback?
Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars.
However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to
detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a
few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How
important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains
the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete
history of service records. Make a VIN Search. Reliability indicates how models have performed
in the past, providing the basis for predicting how the vehicles will hold up in the year ahead.
These charts provide the most comprehensive reliability information available to consumers.
Based on information received from our latest subscriber survey, our reliability history charts
give you a rundown on how used vehicles are holding up in 17 potential trouble spots, ranging
from the engine, transmission, and brakes to power equipment and the electrical system. Learn
more about car Reliability. The Reliability score is based on our latest subscriber survey of
Hyundai Elantra owners. The owner comments describe problems respondents experienced
with this vehicle. Bluetooth , voice control commands, steering wheel controls, portable music
device interface e. Dealer replaced the camera and associated electronics". I purchased and
installed a new camera and that solved the problem. Replaced under warranty May ". Hyundai
covered this under warranty by replacing the backup camera". It was covered by the warranty,
but newer versions of the extended warranty would not cover it. Had to be replaced. Is Higher
That 80 Degrees. Washes Out! Details are too small to be easily seen. Main route needs to be
much more alient and indicated in 3D, as with my Garmin. Very difficult to see in sunlight". I was
unable to use many features: streaming podcasts, phone, navigation, etc. Instantly the display
went black, and the unit would not turn back on. It has to be reset by pulling the fuse to
depower it and replacing it. Had to bring it to the dealer. After a couple minutes, audio reverts
back to radio or CD. Expensive and not covered by warranty. Pressing the screen sometimes
does not have an effect, or, a neighboring key is entered making its use for navigation very
difficult. We have tried to use a soft stylus for entries but this only helps a bit. Dealer attempted
recalibration, no effect. It's out of warranty so we are stuck". We could override the time from
the satellites but we prefer the minutes to be accurate if not the hours. The GPS also loses itself
at times but it recovers sooner or later. That seems to happen in downtown areas most
frequently where we're needing it's guidance. Our unit doesn't have traffic updates. Fortunately
our Android phones help us out with most of these problems. Needed to be relpaced". It doesn't
know where it is and does not recognize properly when screen is touched to enter information.
Cannot be repaired. That is not possible for me with my limited income. Other than that, though,
this GPS seems to get confused easily like it's having problems finding a signal from one of the
satellites at times, even when we're on roads that existed back in this map version. These days
we almost always use our phones for navigation. It would not line up with the numbers or
letters. It would give you numbers or letters next to what you actually pressed. Voice commands
not usually understood by car. Keeps resetting to wrong states, etc". Gives wrong directions
and doesn't have streets that have existed for at least 10 years. I stopped using the system due
to inaccuracies and now I use my phone for nav". When you touch a letter or number some
other unrelated letter or number displays. It takes several tries to get the correct character to
display". Voice commands never seem to work for me, even after a tutorial. Had to be replaced".
Navigation system sporadic. Example: select a number or letter and different one appears.
Makes system un-usable. IE Call Name, then the system says must agree to use navigator, then

the system says tell us what you want to do, then you might have to tell it call name multiple
times before it does what you want it to do". Also frequently did not pair before we were
moving". Attempted to fix it several times and still does not work". Hyundai knew it was a
manufacturing problem, but not recall worthy. Car was in dealer a few times, but not able to fix ha ha! The unit should have a priority order in which to choose with which phone to pair but
that has never worked. We've had NO problems connecting these phones to other devices,
including rental cars that we've gotten for various reasons. Phone numbers had to be entered
manually into that system but, then, we'd be better off doing that here. This system doesn't
adapt to the way we say names at all so WE have to adapt to IT to get it to call the people with
whom we want to talk. We've talked to a Hyundai dealer's repair department about this but they
said that the unit would probably need to be replaced. Pairing for making phone calls works
fine. Its an annoyance that I just haven't taken the time to fix. My iPhone will not pair with the
Hyundai radio. Was told by the Hyundai dealer that they needed to install a brand new head unit
in order to resolve the problem. Otherwise, the sound system and radio work just fine. We wish
that we could get back the Bluetooth system that we had in our Elantra. It was MUCH better than
the one in this car. We tried to get it fixed over a year ago but the fix didn't help at all. If you
want it to connect to another device then you have to do that manually and then it won't leave
the new device. We've recently replaced our previous 3 smartphones with newer smartphones
and all 6 phones paired easily with other Bluetooth devices but the new phones don't work any
better with the Bluetooth system than our old phones did. This car seems to need more
maintenance than our other cars ever needed especially for needing new tires but overall it
hasn't been a bad car. But the Bluetooth problems here will make me consider other brands of
cars in the future. Two phones is useless trying to connect. Bluetooth for the tablet is not worth
the effort; I just connect it with a 6mm cord". It takes hours of sitting at the dealership each
time". The stupid part u have buy out dated Hyundai cable 30 pin. Doesn't work with 8 pin".
Dealer replaced entire system, including GPS". I presently can get calls in but need to dial to
place calls them my system will work". There's supposed to be a priority order for the car
connecting to devices but that's never worked as described or as it worked in our Elantra. The
car either connects to the same phone that it has last connected or it doesn't connect with any
phone at all, until we manually start a connection. Some phones will work fine for awhile and
then suddenly can't connect to the car for a few days but then can connect again later on. We've
had at least 8 phones during the time that we've had this car and the connection problems have
happened with all of them as far as I remember. None of these phones ever had problems
connecting to any other devices. Sometimes even when the phone DOES connect, there are still
problems. I've tried to call someone shortly after getting in the car but it will tell me that it can't
call at the moment because it's still downloading the Contacts list which isn't that large for any
of these phones. After a few minutes then I'll be able to make my call. Fortunately this doesn't
seem to have blocked anyone calling us. We so wish that we could have the Bluetooth system
that was in our Elantra instead of this one. It didn't download contacts or anything like that but it
was so much more dependable than the current system. At approx. I took back to dealer who
said radio could not be fixed. Electronic problem. This has passed and they work OK now.
Haven't read the manual on how to work it but labels look pretty self-explanatory". It sometimes
lasts for half an hour or more, but finally "sets" again. Very annoying". Just sporadic issues so
hard to fix". It continually tells me it is not in a workable mode to use the blootooth phone
system. Is un USble with sun roof open". There are more options that I guess we could use but
our experiences with them haven't been consistent enough for us to continue to use them. The
big problem for use is that it's not very good at understanding what we're saying. It certainly
has never adapted to the way that we say things. We've learned that we have to pronounce all
names the way it says them if we want it to choose any names that are even similar to what we
want. It also seems to be very sensitive to background noises that are occurring as we're
driving. I've had to roll down my window to increase the background noise level before I could
get it to recognize my commands. And if there's too much background noise then it's
undependable, too. Again, the system that was in our Elantra was much more dependable for
voice commands than this one is. Granted that there were many less names in the Contacts list
that it could choose from but it seemed to adapt to the way we said things better and it seemed
to adjust better to background noise. Antilock system ABS , parking brake, master cylinder,
calipers, rotors, pulsation or vibration, squeaking, brake failure or wear. Sensors had to be
replaced. When the brakes are applied in those conditions there is too much noise and the
performance of the brakes is degraded". The dealership checked on warranty coverage and
replacing the calipers will be covered. The rotors and pads may not be covered". At that time
the mechanic indicated that when he checked my brakes that he felt they needed to be
prepared. He assured me that my brakes were worn and should be repaired. Tire dealer

recommended that the rear brake pads were worn,". I suggested cable was seized, but they
replaced the caliper and modified the pads. I left the dealership, felt the brake dragging, pulled
into a nearby lot and did a it was winter. Went back and they replaced the c". This prevents the
pad from retracting when the parking brake is released. The brake pads stick in the caliper
bracket. This is not a problem with parking brake inside the rotor hat. Our Toyota Corolla went
with no issues.. The dealer said we'd been lucky to get miles". Had to replace pads to get it
stopped". I was very upset as the car did not have any unusual wear and tear. Dealership could
not give me a good reason why this happened. However they did substantially reduce the cost
of the replacement. Much to my dismay in the Fall of front brakes needed replacing again! It
appears to me there is a problem with the brakes on this car. Front rotors rusted and wore badly
and required replacement,". I thought my mechanic was playing a prank on me at first as I've
never had to replace brakes on a brand new car with mileage this low. Unfortunately, it was no
joke and we did indeed need new brakes. This car needed back brake replacement at 50, KM
and front at 80, km. Interestingly usually the front should go first? Never had to replace these at
miles in any other car". Brakes made grinding sound and pulsated". All the dealer did was he
kept replacing the brake pads and resurfacing the rotors which s". Rusty inside face of front
discs". This is not a problem when the parking brake is inside the rotor hat. What a company! I
drive extremely slowly in snow, or on the highway, because I have no confidence the car will
stop when I need it to, without excessive force on the bra". I had to take it to 3 different places,
complaining about the noise, before someone finally thought to check the rotors as well as the
pads. The pads had been fine when I bought the car, but because of being driving on
worn-down rotors, they ended up needing to be replaced also, upping the cost of the repair". My
94 Tempo didn't require any rotor or drum failures in over km under the same conditions. Cost
of new rotors is exorbitant whether dealer or independent shop. Brake pads also priced
ridiculously high. Labor is what it is. Took a while to return to normal after driving. My other
elantra bought 6 months later did not have this problem. Dealer did put brand new brakes on car
at no charge and fun". Four rotors were warped from the factory and needed Grinding and
resurfacing". Happened on both left and right rotors. No resolution". I was afraid they would
stop working as good as they needed to work. Trips to the dealer show the pads and calipers to
be within normal range. Their explanation is that this loud sound in normal. It is not the normal
ABS sound I've heard in all". Took it back to the dealership and found my brake pads on front
were worn down with only 13k miles.. Dealership sent a message to Hyundai and replaced pads
with no cost to me". Dealer keeps saying they do not see any problems but can't explain the
noise. Would appreciate any insight you might have. Thank you". It sounds like metal to metal.
Hyundai dealer has told me that they are aware of the problem but no recall. Told dealership,
mechanic drove with me and said it was normal noise. Looking online numerous people are
having this issue with Elantras". Alternator, starter, hybrid battery and related systems, regular
battery, battery cables, engine harness, coil, ignition switch, electronic ignition, distributor or
rotor failure, spark plugs and wires failure. It took one experienced Hyundai technician to figure
it out". It went bad. There was also a grounding issue to the rear lights in the wiring. I feel that's
unreasonable for a new vehicle". The first time the auto guy touched it and it started working
again. The second time they replaced the lightbulb. This time started a week ago and I haven't
taken it in yet". I found out the key was the left tail light will turn off the middle brake light when
out. It was more of an inconvenience than a problem". Good to Go! Keep burning out. They
seem to fail fairly frequently". There is an alternative cooler burning bulb that fits and works or
LED is even better. I fiddled with it for a while and it worked again. Dealer blew it out with
compressed air". The car was still operable, but one cannot drive a car that cannot signal turns.
I have since learned how to do it myself, wish it was a simpler process". This was in a two
month period from March to April ". I also had to replace all taillights and the license plate
lights. A few weeks later the right front headlamp failed and had to be repplaced". Dealer could
not adjust. Headlight housing started to collect water and subsequent replacement revealed it
had been broken and repaired with epoxy? I've had a few go out three times already, and
sometimes they temporarily short out, occasionally going out while driving. Something seems
to be wrong with the electrical. Was the harness and it had to be replaced. The headlights also
flashed on and off for a second". Have to jiggle switches in various configurations until they go
off". Fuse had prematurely died". I complained to the service manager, but nothing really done
to change or refund money fo". Sometimes we could not open the doors with the fab. Then the
doors would unlock and lock in rapid succession as we approached the car or tried to lock it".
Required door handle replacement. The air pumps at two gas stations were frozen and
unusable. I went to my usual repair shop and added air to tires that were low. Next day, the
same indicator was lit again. I returned to the same shop and was told that one or more tire
monitors may be faulty and need replacement. Got it repaired. It remains broken. I have had to

replace every one of them. The headlights and interior lights are OK, so I conclude they used
poor quality bulbs when building the car. The replacement bulbs have been OK. Shocks or
struts, ball joints, tie rods, wheel bearings, alignment, steering linkage includes rack and pinion
, power steering pumps and hoses, leaks , wheel balance, springs or torsion bars, bushings,
electronic or air suspension. Many alignments and new tires have not made a difference". I am
constantly fighting with the steering wheel to keep this car going straight". Told To Me by
Alignment Tech. A sprocket was replaced and the noise went away". Replaced under warranty".
We replaced the struts and added rock salt in the trunk but it still does not do well with bumps
and potholes". Impact on tires and ride". Rear springs may have also become unseated. It
almost feels as if the wheels lose contact with the road. This can lead to a feeling of losing
control. My experience has been that the shocks and struts just were not durable enough to
deal with several hundred highway miles every week. I have replaced both". Luckily, the front
coil springs have an added warranty for , so I was covered. It was the front anti-sway bar links.
The steering feel is particularly wonky, giving strange feedback in turns. Lots of noise in other
parts of the suspension. Right now I chalk it up to excessive wear as it has gotten older. Had
use backroads and lower speed to get home and to dealer for repair. While I was in the dealer,
they upgraded my computer. It created an error that caused a sporadic failure in the accelerator
pedal. It was fixed with a patch. Had front left axle replaced - problem solved". They stated the
part we needed was on back order". I rotate and maintain my tires like clockwork and the first
set was worn out in 20, miles. Those were replaced with Michelin Defenders and those wore out
in 20, There is a problem on these cars with tire wear". It's wearing the tires in a cupping way
and the tires than can't be rotated because the road noise is too loud. This car has a fixed,
non-adjustable rear trailing arm". Im replacing tires due to excessive wear probably every K
miles. I bought this car new, have had it aligned, and regularly rotate, maintain pressure and
balance. Im very finicky but can't solve this problem. The garage acknowledged to me this is a
known issue on the Elantra due to a solid rear end. The car was past its warranty period. Repair
was covered under manufacturer drive train warranty". Took to a Hyundai dealer, they verified
that the axle nut was loose. I asked how could it come loose, there is a cotter pin or tab that
should prevent the axle nut from turning; was told there is a tab and the nuts sometimes come
loose. I disagreed, said if axle nuts come loose, there is risk of wheels falling off. I had assumed
the work would be under the power train warranty but was told that's not the case the wording
in the warranty is a little iffy. I said I thought Hyundai should cover anyway, axle nuts shouldn't
come loose, especially with only mileage. But I let that slide, paid and told them I would contact
corporate. I contacted Hyundai consumer affairs, sent an email as they requested describing the
issue, they said the axle nut was in fact not covered by the power train warranty; but they
refunded my payment as a one-time goodwill. I won't be going back to that Hyundai dealer. Was
covered under warranty by dealership". Discovered at pre-purchase inspection. Hyundai dealer
repaired under warranty after purchase". Turned out to be a gap in the caulking in assembly placing the windshield. It was a " gap. Found by replacing the windshield". Paint is coming off
interior trim. Fogging of instrument displays". Happens often during heavy rain, water enters
car via glasses compartment in cabin ceiling, possibly from sunroof". I live in NorCal; it's not
crazy weather with temp swings, but they're going and they're really expensive to replace". We
have brought it intp the dealership twice to be repaired and the problem is still ocurring. Vehicle
is quite noisy on the highway from road noise". No one has been able to correct it". We're
looking at another car different brand. It's rated well and the bad issue is it's noisy That's per
CR's review. CR used to rate how loud things were. Wish it would go back to that. Dealer said
they replaced the mirror but the noise is still there. Even after taping all the seems in the door,
hood and widow". Believe its caused by wheel wells. Have to almost double volume on radio to
hear it". The radio has to be turned up a notch or two". Engine rebuild or replacement, cylinder
head, head gasket, turbo or supercharger, timing chain or timing belt. Paid for by warranty".
After starting it again, the engine had a ticking noise. A mechanic told me it was a valve ticking.
It is irritating and concerning about the future of the engine. So far the car still operates fine.
Had the short block replaced along with a gasket kit, timing cover and all headbolts". It's
obvious and scares me. At miles, the engine had to be replaced. The dealership saw how clean
the car engine was and didn't dispute having to replace the engine. I have all the records and it
was nice they didn't ask for them. Now, I'm waiting a year and will toss it sell it with little value
in return for it. We're dumping both cars - Kia and Hyundai and getting one already planned that
maintains value and is built well and isn't that much more exp". Car still pings often when
shifting gear, specially if cold. New engine does not knock They had to replace the block. It was
probably similar issue to recall for other vehicles. It was covered by the warranty. The dealer
supplied a loaner car". Hyundai replaced the engine minus the head with a new one at no cost".
Work was done under the warrantee". Hyundai replaced the short block on warranty with

lifetime warranty in the new engine". It had 5, miles left under warrentary they replaced the
motor. Noticed hight pitched squealing when pressing on accelerator. Took it to Hyundai and
they rebuilt the engine. I keep waiting for the next issue and this car doesn't disappoint me. My
plan is to ditch it in the next months so I don't get nailed with another issue. Money's tight and
it's scary owning this thing and the warranty will end soon. It is a month out of warranty but
Hyundai is going to cover the engine replacement. After talking to the mechanic, it was
determined that one of my cylinders had low compression and a total engine replacement would
be neccessary. Since I'm not the original owner, it wasn't covered under the warranty.
Apparently, this model, with this engine, is a well-known problem among the local mechanics.
We've seen this before isn't something you want to hear when you thought you bought a car
that would last over , miles. The car was two months off warranty, so I had to pay for labor.
Manufacture replaced the short block of the engine after showing maintenance records. Have
heard others with similar problem, engine caught fire from non dealer mechanic. And without
maintenance record the manufacturer will not start replacement process. While driving, when
you take your foot off of the gas, the engine dies. This means that you could be on the highway
or a local street and all you have to do is lift your foot off of the gas and it dies. You have to put
it in neutral and re-start it, while other cars are coming you at high rates of speed and you are
slowing down. It is an extremely dangerous car to own. We found many complaints about this
just by Googling it. Hundai did replace our engine. Had 52K miles on the vehicle. I took it to the
Hyundai dealer and they told me that I needed a new engine. I had the oil changed every 5K
miles. This should not have happened. I bought this car on your ". I was never told why but got
a complete engine rebuild under warranty". Not sure of exact problems, but had something to
do with pistons or rings". The problem was piston slap". Did not affect drivability. There was a
TSB on this problem and Hyundai replaced the engine under warranty". Was told that this
dealership has replaced approx. Covered under warranty". Brought car into dealer. They said
engine was failing at 98, miles. They replaced the engine and intake manifold at no charge. The ,
mile warranty worked out quite well. We read that it was a common problem with Elantra. Car
had an extended warranty so after some arguing, they finally agreed to replace the short block
under the warranty. Engine rebuild and rental replacement covered by warranty. Fortunately had
all maintenance records to show the car was maintained and the fault was due to maintenance.
Manufacturer replace the inside part of the engine at minimal cost. According to mechanic other
cars has engine fire, or not replace due to no records. So very weary about Hyundai. Found the
engine was throwing metal We had a limited warrenty but not sure that is why hyundai replaced
with rebuilt engine but they wouldn't cover labor. We assume they knew engines were failing in
these cars but didn't want to admit it or issue broad recall". Hyundai fixed it at no charge to me
as it seemed to be a known major issue with the engine. Runs fine now. Dealer had , mile
warranty and engine replacement was covered with warranty on new engine! After my husband
insisted, they admitted the issue and the manufacturer replaced the engine. Paint fading,
chalking, cracking, or peeling , loose interior and exterior trim or moldings, rust. Wheel center
on one wheel dislodged and lost". Dealer repaired at no charge". Hit a bump even a small one
car bottoms out, ice build up cracks the fender liner and entire plastic front bumper. Happened
two winters in a row. AND this car handles terribly in winter roads! NOT a cold". After 12 months
the wood trim started cracking in multiple spots and Hyundai refuses to fix it or replace. Also,
our leather steering wheel began to peel and looks very bad. Hyundai also refused to fix the
steering wheel claiming it was normal wear and tear. Of course, there was no way this was
normal. While I love the look of the Elantra I would never buy one again due to additional issues.
Had to have it fixed out my own pocket. One month later found paint failure on the driver's side
mirror and the driver's side passenger door. Have decided that Hyundai doesn't know how to
paint cars am changing cars". It frequently chips and is so thin in some areas that the
undercoat can be seen thru it. Around 2 years old it started to rust around any small chips.
Eventually the paint started to peel around many of the chipped areas. While researching the
issue on recalls. I have to make an apt for chips that have rusted on my car". It was not cooling
as it should. I took it to a dealer yesterday. I was told there was a slow leak in the system and
the mechanic could not find where. They refilled the cooling fluid and added a dye. We are to
return in 2 weeks for them to check it". Took it to the dealer. It had 55K miles and was still under
warranty. Took a few days to the the new compressor. It is working fine now and no charges
from the dealer. I was very satisfied with their service and warranty. Thought that this should
have been covered by the extended warranty, but it wasn't. When the engine is replaced after it
fails at 60, miles. The technicians had to fill the system with dye and have me drive it for a week
to find the coolant leak. The repair was not covered by the extended warranty. The car ac was
not as cold. The car would stutter and sometimes it would turn off. I changed the map sensor, it
improves but I was still having the same issues. So I changed the fuel pump assembly and that

improved the car's performance, but now the ac was cool. In hot days you couldn't feel the ac at
all. I will be ordering a new ac compressor and installing it with a friend. I will sent you a
feedback when I'm done. Dashboard lighting failed and had to have that console showing
speedometer, etc. I had to put it on the fastest fan speed to get any sort of cooling effect in the
summer and it got to the point it did not keep up. I read about the possible solutions and ended
up ordering a replacement fan blower motor and resistor. That did the trick for keeping the car
cool in the summer, it just doesn't seem as quiet as it was when new. The passenger area
doesn't cool down or warm up as it should in more extreme weather. Everything seemed to be
working but I finally figured out the the motor was not blowing fast enough to push the air. I
bought a cheaper non-oem blower motor and resistor to I stall myself. While they weren't a
perfect fit they ended up doing the job well enough to make me happy. Dealer replaced
condenser and problem went away". Remains a problem. Not blowing cold". Sign In. Become a
Member. Remember Me. Not a member? Need further assistance? Please call Member Services
at Unlock Ratings. New Used Hyundai Elantra Change Vehicle. This version of the Elantra was a
well-rounded competitor with rankings near the top of our small-sedan Ratings. An easy car
with which to live, the Hyundai combines nimble handling with comfort and a well-controlled
ride. The car also offers a neatly laid out and well-equipped interior. However, the coupe-like
stylling dictates a beltline that swoops upward toward the rear. This can impede the view to the
rear quarters. There are 3 recalls on this vehicle. Learn More. Overall Reliability. Most Common
Trouble Spots. Common Trouble Spot. See all Potential Trouble Spots. View Recalls. Worse
Better. Overall Reliability Verdict. Engine Major. Engine Minor. Engine Cooling. Transmission
Major. Transmission Minor. Drive System. Fuel System. Electric System. Climate System. Body
Integrity. Body Hardware. Power Equipment. In-car Electronics. Show More Trouble Spots.
Show Fewer Trouble Spots. Based on information received from our latest subscriber survey for
about , vehicles, our reliability history charts give you a rundown on how through vehicles are
holding up in 17 potential trouble spots, ranging from the engine, transmission, and brakes to
power equipment and the electrical system. NA indicates that we did not receive a large enough
sample size to provide data for a specific year. An X indicates that the vehicle was not
manufactured for a specific year. What Owners Say. Dealer replaced the camera and associated
electronics" Michael B. Replaced under warranty May " George N. Hyundai covered this under
warranty by replacing the backup camera" Chris S. Very difficult to see in sunlight" George N.
It's out of warranty so we are stuck" Anthony W. Needed to be relpaced" Michael M. Keeps
resetting to wrong states, etc" Music K. I stopped using the system due to inaccuracies and
now I use my phone for nav" Linda H. It takes several tries to get the correct character to
display" Chelcie W. IE Call Name, then the system says must agree to use navigator, then the
system says tell us what you want to do, then you might have to tell it call name multiple times
before it does what you want it to do" Dennis B. Also frequently did not pair before we were
moving" E D. Bluetooth for the tablet is not worth the effort; I just connect it with a 6mm cord" E
D. Doesn't work with 8 pin" Steven Y. I presently can get calls in but need to dial to place calls
them my system will work" Anonymous, CA Hyundai Elantra 1. Haven't read the manual on how
to work it but labels look pretty self-explanatory" Anonymous, CA Hyundai Elantra 1. Very
annoying" Chelcie W. Is un USble with sun roof open" Dennis B. When the brakes are applied in
those conditions there is too much noise and the performance of the brakes is degraded"
Anonymous, AR Hyundai Elantra GLS 1. The rotors and pads may not be covered" Laurin O.
Front rotors rusted and wore badly and required replacement," Margaret M. I drive extremely
slowly in snow, or on the highway, because I have no confidence the car will stop when I need it
to, without excessive force on the bra" Anonymous, ON Hyundai Elantra GT 1. The pads had
been fine when I bought the car, but because of being driving on worn-down rotors, they ended
up needing to be replaced also, upping the cost of the repair" Linda T. Dealer did put brand new
brakes on car at no charge and fun" Gary S. Looking online numerous people are having this
issue with Elantras" Mark F. Alarm or security system excluding aftermarket systems "System
would not let me jump start the car when it had a dead battery" Harry H. It was more of an
inconvenience than a problem" Gary K. Dealer blew it out with compressed air" Laurin O. This
was in a two month period from March to April " Beth L. Then the doors would unlock and lock
in rapid succession as we approached the car or tried to lock it" Anonymous, ON Hyundai
Elantra GT 1. Alignment "Vehicle continuously pulls to the left. I am constantly fighting with the
steering wheel to keep this car going straight" Norman L. We replaced the struts and added
rock salt in the trunk but it still does not do well with bumps and potholes" Harold B. Had front
left axle replaced - problem solved" Ed W. They stated the part we needed was on back order"
Ed R. There is a problem on these cars with tire wear" Thomas K. This car has a fixed,
non-adjustable rear trailing arm" David K. Repair was covered under manufacturer drive train
warranty" Cynthia H. Was covered under warranty by dealership" Steven A. Hyundai dealer

repaired under warranty after purchase" Daniel N. Air or water leaks "Water dripped near
driver's visor. Found by replacing the windshield" Sheila W. Happens often during heavy rain,
water enters car via glasses compartment in cabin ceiling, possibly from sunroof" Anonymous,
Hyundai Elantra Limited 1. No one has been able to correct it" Anonymous, Hyundai Elantra
Unsure 1. Even after taping all the seems in the door, hood and widow" Joe K. Have to almost
double volume on radio to hear it" Daniel P. Cylinder head "We noticed knock, they had a
service notice on it, and they swapped out the engine head. Paid for by warranty" Tom A. Had
the short block replaced along with a gasket kit, timing cover and all headbolts" Anonymous,
NY Hyundai Elantra Limited 1. We're dumping both cars - Kia and Hyundai and getting one
already planned that maintains value and is built well and isn't that much more exp" Sheri D.
Hyundai replaced the engine minus the head with a new one at no cost" R C. Hyundai replaced
the short block on warranty with lifetime warranty in the new engine" Anonymous, MB Hyundai
Elantra 1. Not sure of exact problems, but had something to do with pistons or rings" Charlene
D. The problem was piston slap" Lani A. We assume they knew engines were failing in these
cars but didn't want to admit it or issue broad recall" Anonymous, MN Hyundai Elantra Unsure
1. Dealer repaired at no charge" Gaius B. Have decided that Hyundai doesn't know how to paint
cars am changing cars" Donald C. I have to make an apt for chips that have rusted on my car"
Robert I. Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. The staff was
friendly and understanding. Fast response from the dealership. I on the other hand am dealing
with the dynamic nature of when we would be back in the office. Therefore have not yet made
my move. The dealer was very helpful! I got an email asking if I wanted to schedule a test drive,
and an email asking if I had any questions on the car I was looking at. Josie was very
informative and helpful regarding the vehicle that I was looking at. Even after I told her that I
was no longer interested she was very courteous. She left me with a very favorable opinion of
Gettel Honda. She was persistent without seeming like she was being a pest. I did not buy a car,
but they were quick to respond to my request for more info and pictures. Felt no pressure. I had
a great experience at the dealer talking with Gary. I had done my research so knew the car I
wanted. I took a test drive and Gary answered all my questions. I really liked the fact that the
paperwork was all on Doc u sign, made it fast and easy and I was not there for hours, like I had
experienced at other dealers. The other part I liked, I had Gary all the way through the process,
start to finish. Service was outstanding and really happy with the vehicle. Price was well under
blue book and no high pressure salesperson. Very easy to deal with. Had a great experience
with the dealer,was waiting for a response to my email,and it never happened,so I called and
reached out,and made arrangements. Good deal and good car,very satisfied. John was easy to
deal with. Did everything by phone. Came in to pick up the car. All the paperwork was ready.
Signed a few and on my way. Would deal with them again. These guys are straight shooters and
were very helpful holding the car for me as I came from Puyallup. Exactly what they said it was
and our daughter loves it. Will look here again if in the market. Overall it was a wonderful
experience!! Excellent customer service and low pressure sales. Car I purchased, was
accurately advertised and fairly priced. Owner held car for me - I traveled from Tacoma. I would
recommend this dealer to my family and friends. This Dealer is wonderful. I have seen alot of
cars and gone to several dealerships.. Customer service is excellent. Very organized and
straight to the point. I really, really appreciated the service. What the dealer tells you is what you
get. He really takes time to listen to the customer. To make even better, he has a system which
compares different interest rates. If this is not the place, nowhere else. Great guy very honest
would highly recommend him to anybody looking for a pre owned vehicle. Jorge was very
transparent and honest the entire time. He is very trustworthy and fair in his pricing. If anyone I
know was looking to buy a used car I would definitely send them his way! I was very impressed
with everyone I spoke to all over the phone at Younker. Would recommend Alisa H to anyone
looking for a car. Tho l have pre-approved with other dealerships.. Good doing business with
them There was a good selection of cars, at the right price, very helpful dealer, honest pricing
and other pluses. I plan to do business with them again, and have told my friends about my very
positive experience there. Eddie was great to work with. They promptly responded to all our
communications. Our personal contact was professional. The entire property is immaculate.
Highly recommended! We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available
nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each
one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new
cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely
on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by
price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal
ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or
available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi

50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find Hyundai Elantra Coupe listings in your area Search
Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Best deals first. CarGurus
User. Authorized Hyundai Dealer. Request Information. Sharp and solid entry level car. Could
use a back up camera. Has adequate power with good MPG and rides nice. Good value for the
money. Had a few - favorite car - so far - basic - functional - usable logical controls , nimble Why
Use CarGurus? Hyundai dealers in Atlanta GA. Hyundai dealers in Chicago IL. Hyundai dealers
in Dallas TX. Hyundai dealers in Houston TX. Hyundai dealers in Los Angeles CA. Hyundai
dealers in Miami FL. Hyundai dealers in New York NY. Hyundai dealers in Philadelphia PA.
Hyundai dealers in Washington DC. Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep
you safe. Dealer rep responded within a few hours of my inquiry. He answered my question and
provided some additional information. The car sold within 36hrs of my contact so I didn't have
time to schedule a test drive, but otherwise i had a good experience with the dealer rep in that
limited capacity. Can't give a full 5 stars because of my limited experience with the dealer.
Really nice guys! After my car was totaled and it was looking like I would be stranded without
hope; These people went to bat for me! I have good credit but slim income proof. After looking
at my previous payment histories they were able to approve me for a auto loan and get me into
a reliable vehicle in a matter of days! Wonderful people and a great dealership. Highly
recommend. They called me when the vehicle was available. It was not ready for sale not
detailed. The listing didn't describe the vehicle condition accurately. My mechanic found so
much wrong with it and they were not willing to fix it. I walked away from the deal. Won't go
back due to them trying to sell cars that won't pass inspection. When i was talking to them the
attitude presented made me feel like I was just another buyer imposing on them. Would not
budge on price that was over KBB. The price on line was only the beginning. Everyone from the
person answering the phone to the internet sales team, to the sales man and the manager, were
all extremely courteous and professional. They have been wonderful. I live in a different state
than the dealership about 2 hours away they have and are continuing to work with me from afar
to get me into the right vehicle. Great dealer to work with - am picking up the car in an hour.
They made everything easy. The environment was safe and friendly. I would go there again. The
staff really knocked it out of the park! Especially Nick and Matt. They really helped me find the
perfect car. Can't wait to visit again for my first service! The vehicle was priced at a good price.
However, the dealer wouldn't move anymore on the price. I found the same vehicle at another
price slightly cheaper and purchased it. Overall, I was satisfied with my experience at this
dealership. I was greated with such kindness and they had tons of patience working with me.
Even though I did not make a purchase seeing I know what I want and at what price they have
been reaching out to me and informing me on new inventory. I traveled from another county to
purchase a vehicle. I got there and we did the paperwork. I was looking to purchase without
their warranty. Below were the results: Online price: 14, After paperwork price: 24, Avoid this
dealer and save yourself some time. They like to rush rush rush to get you to sign the papers
without noticing their add ons. Happy with the car but not happy with the price I ended up
paying nor my experience at the dealership. Has been really accommodating through our emails
and hope to get there soon for a test drive. They were great! Drove a nice car off the lot in a
couple hours. I would highly recommend them for all your used car needs. Thanks Mark,JR.
Salesman was very friendly and understanding. Recommend dealership to my friends and
family. David was a pleasure to work with in purchasing a car that was exactly what we wanted.
He was forthright and knowledgeable. Thank you David! They delivered a dirty vehicle, they did
not transfer paperwork in a timely fashion it's taken over a week to finalize registration. The
Sales staff were polite and easy did deal with. It's a larger dealer with many vehicles to choose
from but it comes with the kind of service you would expect from a small used car lot. We'll help
you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll
provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million
shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when
it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're
ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission,
trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see
cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help
with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide.
Best deals first. CarGurus User. Request Information. Private Seller: Diana. Miami, FL Message
Seller. CarGurus Pay. Authorized Hyundai Dealer. As you've probably noticed, the conventional
four-door has been losing ground in recent years,. Read more. After seeing different models
and year of cars one of the most fun is the hyndai elantra GT midel from to or Hutshback is my
favorite. This vehicle has great speed off the back and lots of leg room for both front and back
seat passengers. Lots of trunk space and good overall ride. Nice car. Quick and handles well.

Fun to drive. Brakes are tight. The cargo space is smaller than the older models. Good on gas
unless you use the shifter. I drive it to the limit this metallic blue beauty responds. Why Use
CarGurus? Hyundai dealers in Atlanta GA. Hyundai dealers in Chicago IL. Hyundai dealers in
Dallas TX. Hyundai dealers in Houston TX. Hyundai dealers in Los Angeles CA. Hyundai dealers
in Miami FL. Hyundai dealers in New York NY. Hyundai dealers in Philadelphia PA. Hyundai
dealers in Washington DC. Nobody wants a car that breaks down or has to be repaired all the
time. There are plenty of small and compact cars to choose from, but which ones are most
dependable and how does the Hyundai Elantra measure up? There are multiple sources for
buyers looking for reliability information about a new or used vehicle. Consumer Reports and J.
Power and Associates both use surveys to collect reliability information from owners.
Consumer Reports looks at problems across 17 categories over the past 12 months. Power and
Associates uses its Vehicle Dependability Study to collect information about problems owners
have had with three-year-old vehicles. The results are also used by U. Now in its seventh
generation, the Hyundai Elantra was first released in Consumer Reports shares reliability
ratings going back to Reliability ratings, which were out of five, were decent at that time though,
with four in and three in Owner satisfaction was a two from to The next generation ran from to ,
receiving a three for reliability each year. Its owner satisfaction ratings then were three or less
though. The fifth-generation included to , and the Elantra again received threes each year
except in , when it did better, with a four. Consumer Reports liked this generation much better
than earlier ones, but owner satisfaction was just a one for each year in the generation. The
most recent Elantra generation was available from through , with reliability ratings available for
the first three years. The Elantra received a four in , a three in , and another four in Power and
Associates and U. On cars manufactured between July 1 and July 31, , dealers may need to
tighten the right-side rear wheel lug nuts to prevent the wheel from detaching from the vehicle.
And, on cars manufactured between September 3 and 9, , the dealer may need to tighten the
lower control arm ball joint fasteners to prevent the ball joint from detaching from the lower
control arm. The Elantra is rated well for reliability, and only a few competitors rate higher.
However, when looking at reliability among compact cars, the Elantra comes in second behind
the Toyota Corolla. The Corolla has a top predicted reliability rating of 4. On the hatchbacks list,
three cars have better reliability scores than the Elantra. The Kia Rio and Toyota Corolla have 4.
The Hyundai Elantra is a good choice for buyers looking for a reliable car. A majority of all used
US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and
shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting
data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers
reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than
30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase
decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car
dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with
confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help
of its partners and sources, including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service
and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly
available information, CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable
sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet,
paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle imported from California to
Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying
Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to
help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market
leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one
of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars. However, there are
ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained
eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a few advantages to
buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How important is the service
history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains the importance of the
service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete history of service records.
Make a VIN Search. A whole new car buying experience designed to save you time and help
make buying your new car as enjoyable as driving it. Get in. Get out. Get back to your life. Enjoy
fast oil changes and more to help maintain your Hyundai. Car Care Express is your best
solution for quality and convenience for the following maintenance:. To help make your life
easier we created Click to Buy which makes shopping and buying a new Hyundai, quicker,
simpler and safer. MSRP excludes freight charges, tax, title, and license fees. Freight charges
and actual dealer prices may vary. Vehicles displayed may contain optional equipment at
additional cost. Accessory items shown may vary according to model and illustration. Please

enter a ZIP Code for offers, inventory, and dealers near you. Your location could not be
detected. Please enter a ZIP Code. Cookie Disclaimer Our Sites use cookies and similar
technologies "cookies". By using our Sites, you agree to our use of cookies, as well as to our
Privacy Policy and Terms of Use. Confirm your ZIP Code. Please enter a valid ZIP Code. My
Preferred Dealer Local Dealer. Preferred Dealer Set as Preferred Dealer. Showroom Service
Center. Test Drive. See Inventory. Schedule Service. Visit Dealer Site. Select a different dealer.
Introducing Hyundai Shopper Assurance. Previous Transparent Pricing. Get online pricing up
front so you can shop and compare with confidence. Flexible
genie garage door opener sensor wiring diagram
cooktop wiring diagram
tracker fuse box on
Test Drive. Schedule a test drive in advance at your convenience. Streamlined Purchase. We're
sure you'll love your new Hyundai. If for any reason you don't, return it within 3 days and
exchange it for another new Hyundai. Car Care Express Get in. Try Click to Buy. Secure and
transparent Quick and convenient Shop in comfort from home Estimate your payment Apply for
credit Do your paperwork online or remotely Test drives that come to you Get your Hyundai
delivered to you. Clear Filters Done. There are no models or trims that match your filter
selection. Try removing some filters. Include Previous Model Years. Compare Models. Previous
Are you sure you want to remove all saved builds? No Yes. No longer available. Are you sure
you want to remove this build? Remove All Previous. You have no saved vehicles. Select the
icon to save a vehicle. Change trim Compare trims. Similar Match. Are you sure that you want to
build a different Hyundai vehicle? Yes I do No I don't. Use my current location.

